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the same root means arts or a work of art. Also from the same root comes articu-
late, which meant joining bones together or, in today's usage, words well-joined
or a "joint-worker" who shifts the joints or workings of society. See chapter 11
"Trickster Arts and Works of Arfus," in Lewis Hyde, Trickster Makes This World:
Mischief, Myth, and Art (New York: North Point Press, 1998).

Bill Arning

An understanding of art practice as a generous act might well start with Joseph
Beuys's celebrated pronouncement that "Jeder Mensch ist ein Kiinstler." In those
few words, with their frustratingly fugitive meaning, resides the possibility of
works of great art that treat their audience members as equal participants in a
shared experience, and thereby attempt to resist reiterating troubling hierarchies.
The question of how to honor "genius," and give due respect to creativity, with-
out unintentionally creating and reifying inequalities that cause actual commu-
nication and fellowship to dissolve between makers and receivers of culture, is the
task before us. To do this we must examine our romantic attraction to those hier-
archies, what fruits we enjoy by maintaining and protecting them, and what we
gain by forsaking them, at least occasionally.

This argument is based on two unproven "facts" that will not be proven here:

1. Art is ideally a communicative medium.
2. Communication between or among equals is the most significant, purest,

and most meaningful form of communication.

While point one seems self-evident, point two is more debatable. I believe that
the greatest teachers are those that learn from their students. Similarly groups like
Alcoholics Anonymous work better than other treatment programs because the
teachers are always also the students. There are exceptions I cannot easily explain.
What of great orators, spiritual and political leaders of the people, who speak won-
derfully yet are rarely seen publicly listening? I wonder what explains them.

The standard response to great art of the past has been to imagine its cre-
ators as otherworldly beings possessed of divine gifts. There are many times when
that is not only the appropriate response, but a highly pleasurable one as well. My
last trip to Washington, D.C., on contemporary art business luckily included a
half-day spent in one of the temples to mankind's greatest achievements, the Na-
tional Gallery. When revisiting Leonardo da Vinci's portrait of Ginevra de' Benci,



I felt myself in the presence of an artwork of positively superhuman origin, and al-
lowed myself to settle into a worshipful swoon. Whether because of the extraor-
dinary virtuoso skill, the romantic patina of the intervening centuries, or merely
the synonymy of the author's name with the role of artist as superhuman, I felt
privileged to be in the presence of such a work. (It is perhaps unfair to use
Leonardo as an example, because his existence beyond the human limits of
achievement is so unassailable, but were I to try to make this case with a more re-
cent make and model of "genius," be it Picasso, Pollock, Warhol, or Richter, the
debate might veer off into the relative merits of the choice.)

That the otherworldly genius model-—-so deeply rooted in our psyches by
the drug-like pleasure of encounters like mine with Leonardo—is uncritically and
anachronistically carried over into looking at contemporary art has its positive
and negative side. The positive is practical—without that model we could not get
government coalitions and privileged folks to spend millions on building the mu-
seums that allow us scopophiles our regular visual fixes at pretty reasonable prices.
The negative is that in worshiping art we end up denigrating everything else, in-
cluding our lives and our own creativity. Hierarchies form and communication is
muted.

The last century of progressive art has as one of its main progress narratives
the attempted erasure of clear boundaries between art and life. This is by defini-
tion a project that it is impossible to complete. The preservation of art history in
museum displays cannot, and probably should not, allow too much of the chaos
of actual life to intrude. The inherent contradictions of artworks that are by their
nature and intent against the art/life divide achieving canonical status, and thus
reinforcing that divide, can madden the purist. Still, learning how to live with
necessary contradictions and treating them as a form of koan to contemplate, in •
order to understand how little we can know or control, should make regarding a
Duchamp "Fountain," with a million-dollar-plus reserve price, a form of learning
similar to a Dharrna study session with a Zen master.

In the art world post-Beuys's dictum, the exemplary "artist" has become an
individual with certain skill sets, which may or may not include making objects,
who still fulfills a useful social role that is often, but not always, bound to a facil-
ity for innovative thought. The art object today is best understood not as won-
drous, but rather as a catalyst for a set of stimulating relationships that make up :

the art experience. At least that is one Utopian vision for how art of our times
functions.

It is amazing, therefore, how easy it is to fall back into a way of thinking
more appropriate to da Vinci than Beuys. Even an artwork that seems to intrinsi-
cally question the beatitude of mastery, be it by Warhol, Richter, or Koons, can
still induce aesthetic swooning when well installed in a gleaming museum or
gallery cube. The pleasure those experiences give is immense, and I would hate to
see them vanquished for consistency's sake. That a Sol LeWitt wall drawing or a
set of Allan McCollum's surrogate paintings provide a similar pleasure seems
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atently absurd, and therefore implies a serious rupture between concept and re-
•ption in current art practice. Yet it is in that rupture's contradictions that things

ce
get juicy.

That rupture can lead us towards cynicism when it compels us to focus on
aspects of artworks as commodities, as failed fetishes traded by the wealthy, as
decadent and extravagant ways of expending surplus energy, or sociopathic
pamesmanship to amuse the jaded. The attraction of those more cynical responses
Is serious and as addictive as crack. After indulging in a can-you-imagine-paying-
half-a-mil-for chortle, one is left feeling vaguely superior, one's ego and one's self
reassured by how clever one has been in seeing through pretenses one might oth-
erwise feel coerced into honoring. That feeling is fleeting, however, as it leads up
a dead end path. It is better to work though the contradictions and to look for the

good in art.
We are often left with two models of what constitutes the contemporary

artist, for which I use the shorthand comparison of "Shaman" versus "trained
monkey." The first posits the artist as superhuman oracle dispensing mystic truths
.—thank you, Bruce Nauman—in whose presence we are unworthy of being. The
second is the artist as trained monkey providing a sophisticated entertainment,
no more fulfilling than a good night of sitcoms, yet leaving us feeling superior for
our understanding of obscure humorous or cultural references. Opposite sides of
exactly the same coin, one role produces its needed correction in the other, but
neither is healthy.

It has occasionally been my privilege to be involved with artists as they
staged situations in which those hierarchical relations were at least temporarily
vanquished. As when a stale room is aired out after being closed up for along time,
a revivifying air filled the room. Some, but not all, of the works I will describe were
performance-based, which in itself may tempt us to put them in an altogether dif-
ferent category from the genius-based art history I have discussed. That would be
a mistake, however, for the art categories we have today encompass multiple his-
tories. It is in their reintegration into standard visual art history where the prom-
ise of these works is most profound. The lesson of how to have a nonhierarchical
relation to an artist and artwork—a conversation among peers—is ultimately fully
translatable into all forms of art.

In my role as a curator I have often been called upon to lead "studio tours,"
usually as a fundraising tool for some not-for-profit organization. Most people that
pay to visit up-and-coming artists' studios are comfortably well off, but by no
means rich, and most enjoy the pleasure of buying art. Hence they tend to expect
and desire paintings and photographs, which is understandable, as those can be
lived with most easily. They are not on the whole closed-minded, but on the
whole, shopping is what they have in mind.

One group had a very different experience when Jim Hodges agreed to host
them in his studio. Understanding that the conventional studio-visit format could
be transformed with a little imagination, Jim had said he wanted to do something
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different. When we arrived at his Chelsea basement studio none of his works were
on view. He was at this point a rising artist, known by anyone who pays attention
to such things, and the group seemed a little disquieted by there being nothing to
look at right away. There was a slide projector, which—please forgive my amateur
mind-reading—1 believe may have led them to worry that a mere slide talk was
all they would see instead of the "authentic" experience of newly birthed studio
creations. Instead they were offered a big box of colored pencils, and told to pick
out their favorite colors. The mood transformed—it was a big box with lots of col-
ors, and the choosing soon became quite a fun game.

There was a large piece of paper on the wall and the next instructions were
simple, "stand against the paper and have someone mark your height with your
favorite color"—as one marks the height of growing children on a doorjamb. This
also caused the normal awkwardness of strangers in a group to vanish, as you had
to ask someone to draw your line and to touch the top of your head in so doing.
Then we were asked to write our names to claim our marks and color choices. This
collective drawing was in fact quite beautiful in an unplanned way, twenty some-
thing brightly colored lines at zigzagging heights, infused with the collective high
spirits of a successful group project.

Then the slides clicked on and we were shown houses in Spokane, Wash-
ington. Jim had photographed them because they had been painted interesting
colors. Far from any high-art sphere, these homeowners had been to the paint
store and decided they would be happier in their houses and lives if they made a
somewhat unusual choice. We were nudged in a very gentle way to view the cre-
ative choices people who do not consider themselves artistic, ourselves included,
make many time a day as being worthy of the respect we give those that do con-
sider themselves artists. (I learned later that Jim Hodges has given similar slide
presentations in museum and school settings, although this descriptive term may
sound anachronistic when describing such an expansive project.)

Our group then walked a few blocks to the studio of Elaine Tin Nyo, who
greeted us with homemade ice cream. It was a hot day and we were already feel-
ing like giddy children from our collective drawing, so ice cream seemed perfect.
Then the video player clicked on and we understood that food was Tin Nyo's ve-
hicle for her storytelling art. When we are eating, or smelling food being prepared,
we are enculturated to listen well.

In an earlier work Tin Nyo prepared curried eggs while telling the story of
her family's political exile from Burma. It seems the recipe had been passed on to
her and had come to represent childhood memories of Burma. Yet when correctly
executed, the taste of the dish brought forth no Proustian flood of images. It was
revealed in the course of the narrative that the dish she had eaten as a child was
always slightly burnt and the bitterness of the charred egg taste was what was miss-
ing. As she told the tale live and on video we could smell the dish cooking, and
we were ready to swallow Tin Nyo's lessons of identity, memory, and politics whole

along with our portion of the dish by the time the story was brought to its tasty
conclusion.

Nyo's process of learning the American way of life was explored by staging
a massive-scale potluck dinner at the Thread Waxing Space (TWS) in New York.
Over two nights, invited guests and the public could participate in a massively
scaled dinner by preparing a dish and writing out the respective recipe, which
when collected with all the others would serve as the exhibition catalog. Cele-
brated artists and wandering student interns were suddenly on a level playing field,
only as praiseworthy as their culinary skills. My plans for a rich garlicky lamb and
eggplant stew, a great winter dish, were disrupted when an early spring heat spell
meant that the un-air-conditioned TWS would be sweltering. My last minute sub-
stitute of lentil and grilled tuna salad was no real contender. It seems that when
TmNyo arrived in the Midwest from Burma, she found such things as potluck din-
ners quite exotic, and she studied them as a form of anthropology. To the art world
demimonde, potluck dinners are every bit as charmingly exotic.

At Deitch Projects Tin Nyo analyzed the relations between galleries, crit-
ics, curators, and artists in a bake sale. Standing on the Grand Street sidewalk in
front of the gallery's doors, Dan Cameron, Kirby Gookin, and I sold sweets and
savories made by artists such as Laurie Simmons, whose sweet curry cookies I still
remember years later. Bake sales are, of course, a small-town American way of rais-
ing funds for modest projects of civic betterment. The art world tends to raise its
funds with black tie parties, celebrities, and blockbuster auctions. The confusion
between fundraising styles maligned neither, but rather reminded us that art is an
activity that takes place within a network of other worthy activities, and that its
systems of promotion and self-sustenance are as strange and as normal as baking
and selling a pie to pay for new soccer uniforms.

At a time when confessional narrative art was turning gallery visits into
group therapy sessions, Tin Nyo found that her stories were swallowed and di-
gested along with her wildly tasty treats. This also held true for our collective stu-
dio visit except when she showed a work in progress that involved preparing eels.
Those who had eaten and enjoyed eel devoured the piece, but others had to leave
the room, just as in real life the vegetarian is offered sirloin, and the sober guest a
martini. Still, when one prepares dinner for friends the entire evening is usually
enveloped in generosity and love, which sets the stage for actual communication.
Recreating that dynamic in the gallery or the museum is perhaps an impossible
dream, but Tin Nyo has come close.

There is today a large body of works that invite both practitioners and wit-
nesses to consider the socially productive creativity of a broad number of non-art
activities. These include Mierle Lederman Ukeles's projects with sanitation work-
ers, Kate Ericson and Melvin Ziegler's project with those who care for Central
Park, and Ben Kinmont's reconsideration of housework. With this lineage, how is
it that the idea of artist as "otherworldly genius" recurs so easily?



There is a central contradiction we cannot avoid, and it was suggested to
me while teaching Joseph Beuys's work, and discussing his "Jeder Mensch" dictum
with bright students. One said, "Sure, everyone might be an artist, but only one
artist gets to be the guy who says that everyone else is an artist." True, and the one
time I got to see Beuys speak in person, the charisma of this very theatrical man
was undeniable. That his presence made him "different from," or "better than,"
his worshiping audience was clear, even though he was speaking against such dis-
tinctions. Jim Hodges and Elaine Tin Nyo are both similarly charismatic. If they
had different presences perhaps they would not have been the catalytic agents for
the joyous nonhierarchical artist^audience relation that our group experienced.

I must let this contradiction remain, and accept it as is. High culture fore-
grounds authorship and has done so since the European elevation of the artist to
a different category from the talented craftsman in a guild. While there have
been attempts to circumvent that distinction, this is not my intention, and the
works I have discussed are bound to unique individuals happily fulfilling their
role as authors.

I would like to suggest that a reversal of cause and effect has taken place. It
might not be true that we are willing to accept these works because their makers
are charismatic, but rather that we are drawn to generous individuals, particularly
ones who urge us to stop and be grateful for our own gifts of creativity. In fact I
think the next time I visit that Leonardo painting in D.C. my experience will only
be more profound if my heart remains filled with the gratitude for that creative
spirit—da Vinci's, Beuys's, Hodge's, Tin Nyo's, yours, and mine.

CHAPTER 3

AND UNPRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY

Kate Fowle and Lars Bang Larsen

The visual arts have a long-standing and complicated relationship to generosity—
just consider examples of classic philanthropy to public schemes for the promo-
tion of art, or the recent generation of contemporary artists who produce gifts as
a cultural statement.

Theoretically the two are entwined within a system rooted in symbolic val-
ues as opposed to market worth. An intricate economy has been established by
which to make things happen that cannot flourish, or perhaps even exist, within
the basic "supply and demand" principles of commerce.

Art production and acts of generosity are fundamentally generative, but
nonlinear, expenditures of time and resources. In this way they contradict the ac-
cepted functions of production and utility that are associated with meeting soci-
ety's basic needs, or the process of its expansion. Each could therefore be seen as
potential processes of liberation from the inevitable progress of production and,
consequently, as associated with an element of speculation or risk. Having unde-
termined, or at least nonquantifiable, attributes that bear no relation to the func-
tional development of a community, they create a space in which "irrational" be-
havior is possible. Arguably, it is around this kind of expenditure or value system
that culture is defined, arising out of the surplus or excess generated by a society.

Theorists such as Marcel Mauss, Georges Bataille, and Jean Baudrillard1

have contributed to the argument that communities are actually organized around
excess, as opposed to scarcity. In different ways, each suggests that acts of giving,
sacrifice, waste, and ritualistic destruction have undermined both Marxist and
capitalist structures of production, redefining the basis on which societies develop.

In The Accursed Share, Georges Bataille wrote: "On the whole a society al-
ways produces more than is necessary for its survival; it has a surplus at its disposal.
It is precisely the use it makes of this surplus that determines it: The surplus is the
cause of agitation, of the structural changes and of the entire history of society."2

In this context, surplus has a stable, though unusual, symbolic value. It is the phys-
ical or mental space in which power shifts occur, the vent for transgression, or on
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Welcome to the Machine

The Situationist strategy of detournment overlaid on the giving of unexpected and
unsanctioned gifts creates a double transgression that rips through the fabric of
what we have accepted to be a given, a tyrannical and pervasive market of the
senses that gives nothing without taking something in return. A gift offered in the
midst of the transgressive act not only destroys, it also creates. What it creates is
the existence of something altogether different, a community and a bond that is
not the bond of bondsman to master or of addict to dealer, but of the giver to the
receiver, who then becomes kin and neighbor.

We live in a society more spectacular and pervasive than Situationists ever
thought possible. Acts of resistance to, and dissent against, the monocultural,
spreading waistlines of corporate control and capital economies either resound
flatly and are lost in the din of the 24-hour media, or they are simply taken on as
a style alternative by marketing firms and sold back to the populace as alternative
culture. In this time of shrinking public space and growing oversight, the question
of how to fight back pales behind the even more modest question of how one, one
individual, one voice, responds to the bombardment of press releases, spins, me-
dia blitzes, and shrieking advertisements. Or failing that, how is it possible to ar-
mor up or walk away?

I would suggest that strategies for responding, and perhaps even fighting
back (at least by striking a glancing blow), have come to light in the last few
decades in the form of certain contemporary artworks that by choice and defini-
tion unfold themselves within the public sphere, rather than on stages and in gal-
leries. Some of the most intriguing and effective of these have combined a com-
plex parentage, which begins on one side with Situationism, and continues
through the various quasi-heretical art movements that have followed in its wake
{including Fluxus and happenings, body-art-life experiments, living theaters, po-
litical protest, punk rock, and other obscure cultural moments). On the other side
one finds strains of anthropology and social reform with an abiding interest in al-
ternative economies, gift systems, and precapitalist societies.

This essay neither intends to prove something, nor attempts to establish the
primacy or originality of certain artistic acts. Its wish is to tell the stories of cer-
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tain individuals and their decisions, decisions that have several common refer-
ence points, but none more so than their allegiance to the idea that they were in
some way a manifestation of artmaking, in its broadest and most contemporary
sense. These stories of decisive acts will hopefully form a set of working models
with which to highlight certain ideas. These ideas are manifest either in the struc-
ture of their conception, in the intent behind them, or are implied by their de-
livery. It is important to remember that these works are not examples of anything
larger, there is no genre of gift'detournment performance art. But they could be
thought of as signposts or survey markers that describe a territory that is coming
to light in the unfolding of this moment and the last few decades.

In the spirit of generosity and brevity, I will list the main points of con-
struction, the axiomatic beginnings that provide a foundation for understanding
the works and the context of their specific heresies. They are:

1. The strategy of detournment as a method of social confrontation is suc-
cessful primarily because it creates a rupture between the expected and
the unexpected, even in terms of dissent. When the expected is hijacked,
the spectator is forced to confront not just the subject of the dissent, but
also the structure that supports the world and worldview that contains
both the dissent and the status quo.

2. The nature of gift transactions is fundamentally different from the na-
ture of capital transactions, and where gift-based economies exist, soci-
eties utilize the gifting of objects and services to create and receive so-
cial bonds and to strengthen social ties. Gifts forge relationships between
givers and receivers that are traditionally a part of the transaction of giv-
ing and receiving-1

3. An act of detournment that incorporates the giving of gifts, or services,
into its action structure rips through the fabric of the "spectacle," or of
perceived reality conditions. It also holds out the prospect of weaving an
alternative fabric, an instant or gradual community, through the inher-
ent power of the gift's ability to create bonds between giver and receiver.

4- The dual practice of gifting goods and services within the context of
heretical resistance is an occasional tool of value in the tradition of ex-
panded art. This tool serves the underlying desire of radical art practices
to expand and push forward the possibility of greater social and aesthetic
freedoms.

Dimension 7

Throughout the writing of this essay, a couplet has gone through my brain end-
lessly, becoming a mantra as I have attempted to describe communities in resist-
ance, artistic heresies and gift economics. Simple enough, it runs, "it's not the truth

\, it's just a mockery."2 Penned by an obscure but legendary punk rocker named
Greg Sage in the early 1980s, when it is sung in his strangled voice, the final word
is almost incomprehensible, drawn out to sound like "mock-a-ree." I have always
found its combination of awkward rhyme and underlying sentiment embodies
alienation in its simplest form—urgent, artless, and real.

Sage had a lot to be alienated about when he formed his band, The Wipers,
in 1978, in the rainy town of Portland, Oregon. His lyrics found their source in
his own queerness, and he wove the angry essence of his sexuality into songs that
embody larger realms of frustration and exile. These realms were big enough for
anyone to relate to; anyone alienated by their youth, by feelings of not belonging,
by living far away from like-minded people, by their sexuality, by the constant
sense that one is being lied to.

But running through Sage's lyrics is another thread—his absolute convic-
tion in the existence of another world, another place, or society, a place more real,
a place with fewer lies. "I'm straight over the edge" is the concluding line to the
song that begins with the couplet quoted above. The qualities of this place shift
across the body of his songs, but in general, it is a place where human relations
are connected and harmonious rather than commodified and treacherous. What
one finds when one goes over the edge is a place where "I could be a part of you,"3

an unscripted place of more direct, real relations, " a place deep inside that seems
real."4 It is perhaps one of Sage's earliest songs that most simply outlines that place
and the rage that might provide the fuel to carry one there: "Straight as an arrow,
defect, defect, not straight, not so straight, reject, reject, going to leave this re-
gion, going to take me with them . .. Dimension 7."5

There are parallels here of relevance to the starting points of this essay. There
is another world, or there used to be, and that world was the "real" one. What hap-
pened to it, and how we arrived at the world we currently occupy is succinctly ar-
ticulated at the beginning of Guy Debord's The Society of the Spectacle: "All that
was once directly lived has become mere representation. Images detached from
every aspect of life merge into a common stream and the former unity of life is lost
forever. Apprehended in a partial way, reality unfolds in a new generality as a
pseudo-world apart. . - The spectacle appears at once as society itself, as a part of
society and a means of unification."6 In other words, it's just a mock-a-ree.

Throughout The Society of the Spectacle, Debord articulated clearly the roots
of contemporary alienation, of the feeling that we are not living in the real world
but inside its hollow representation, an illusion so complete that it veils the real
world seamlessly. Because it exists so completely, it has actually replaced the real
world that preceded it, and it can be penetrated only with difficulty. This state of
society arises out of the combination of industrial modernity, capitalist econom-
ics, and mediated culture, and is in many ways the perfect articulation of these
forces, the end point of their collusion and alliance.

It is possible that the real world, the one that was pulled out like a doormat
from under our feet, still exists somewhere. This real world would have to be an



articulation of forces opposed to the ones listed above, an articulation of gift
economies rather than of capital ones, a place where "I can be a part of you." For
when I am a part of you, it implies that we are in a community, a bonded state
rather than a mediated one. And most of all, this world would be a place that con-
tains larger freedoms than the freedom to choose between brands of soaps and ca-
reers. Dimension 7, indeed . . .

Return the Gift

President George W. Bush
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Sir 11 June 2001

I joined the Marine Corps very optimistic about the opportunities the United
States and I would have to make the world a better place.

After serving in Desert Storm and Desert Shield, I was less optimistic about what
the United States and I could or would do to make the world a better place.

1 am in awe of the responsibilities and opportunities you have to better the United
States and the world. I hope you will succeed where others have failed and make
real, positive change.

Please accept this bowl 1 have made as a gift.

Sincerely,

W. A. Ehren Tool

—W. A. Ehren Tool, text of a letter sent to President George W. Bush, 2001. (The
same letter was sent to Vice President Dick Cheney, Secretary of State, Colin
Powell, Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, and Secretary of the Navy, Gor-
don England.)

The letters and gifts of Ehren Tool suggest themselves as starting points, for
the shifts that accompany their dispersal as they pass from his studio out into the
corridors of power and privilege also contain a lesson on the basic nature of gift
economies. In a nutshell, "Tool mails gifts of handcrafted ceramic bowls and cups,

decorated with military insignia, toy soldiers cast in clay, and various weapons, to
people with power. The ceramics are accompanied by letters connecting the artist's
experiences as a Marine in the Gulf War with his present political and social con-
cerns."7 In each letter, Tool is careful to explain that the bowl is a gift and always
asks the recipient to accept it as such. It is this deliberate insistence on the gift sta-
tus of the bowls that makes me wonder whether the introduction of the tangible
gift creates unavoidable manifestations of reciprocal and unrequited debts.

The bowl sent along with the letter gives the message weight. If it were not
present, perhaps the letter could be more easily discarded, like so many other public
opinions. Once burdened with a gift, a thing, which serves in some ways as a token
of the gesture and physicalization of the request and intention of the artist, the let-
ter has to be accepted as well. You read a letter, but you accept a gift. Once accepted,
another, different weight is placed on the receiver. What to do with the bowl? Does
keeping the bowl imply sympathizing with the thoughts of the sender? Should the
bowl be returned if the sentiments in the letter are found to be repellent?

The nature of gifts, both in traditional societies as well as in our personal
lives, is to create social bonds, which cement ties between individuals and mark
relationships. It is in the nature of a gift to keep moving, to demand from the re-
ceiver the action of moving the gift property along. If not the bowl itself, then
something else, something equivalent or greater, and if not back to the original
giver, then to someone else, someone next in line. Not to do so bteaks all the rules
about how gifts function. This is one of the clearest points that the anthropologist
Marcel Mauss makes in the conclusion of The Gift, his landmark study of gift
economies in precapitalist societies: "The unreciprocated gift still makes the per-
son who has accepted it inferior, particularly when it has been accepted with no
thought of returning it."8 Things we are given have different meanings from the
things we buy.

I don't know what Colin Powell or Donald Rumsfeld think about their
bowls. Perhaps they are sent letters of innocent yet explosive political concern
every day, mysteriously accompanied by craft objects made by former-servicemen.
Whatever they think about them and how they utilize them are issues beyond our
concern. What matters is that they have returned the letter with a thank you note
to Ehren Tool, effectively declaring acceptance of the gift to its giver. Thus they
are now the receiver and the holder of gift property, which falls into its own un-
comfortable and noncapitalist sphere of logic.

We are entering territory here most thoroughly examined by Mauss in the
early part of the last century. One of the first things to be learned from gift
economies is this: Gifts are not free, and neither are they the products of gen-
erosity. Gifts are offers. They produce bonds. They are a token through which so-
cial relationships are forged, managed and preserved. When we receive the gift we
must automatically considet the giver of the gift, the person behind the token. If
we accept the gift and do not do this, then a diminishment of the spirit, both our
own and that of the community to which we are attached, occurs.
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Meanwhile, Downtown . . .

It is said that a fool and his money are soon parted. In this instance, the fool in
question might seem to be a young San Francisco artist named Josh Greene, who,
among many other works of dispersal, handed out two hundred one-dollar bills to
passersby in the city's downtown area. This gesture could be interpreted as staunch
anticapitalism, a quixotic Franciscan desire for poverty, an act of minor philan-
thropy, or else, perhaps more cynically, as a publicity stunt seeking to turn short
term loss into long-term gain through an accrual of notoriety. All of this could be
true, the latter perhaps the most so. This temptation might always be strong when
the artist is evaluated in place of the work, which is often the case when the artist's
persona and actions are included in the conception and execution of the work.
Temptation aside, we will learn more here from looking at the artwork itself, the
actual action, if only because it helps us to look at the work through the eyes of
its primary audience: those who received or refused Greene's handout.

The dispersal of money on the street was, like any public performance, car-
ried out beyond the confines of the art world, and thus, from a spectator's point of
view, had no art context. To passersby, Greene more possibly appeared as an
enigma, or some sort of "reverse panhandler," or simply a fool. Of course the fool
is often much smarter than we think. Clearsightedness is often seen as guileless
wisdom, and in the case of Greene, the wisdom of the project of handing out
money to strangers resides in how he went about it: simply and with an econom-
ical innocence. The space of interaction was short and to the point. People either
took a dollar or they didn't, and nothing more was expected of them. If they
wished to engage Greene in conversation, he would participate, but in no way was
interaction beyond taking money required. When this is considered as a funda-
mental aspect of the piece, this passage from Lewis Hyde's The Gift springs to
mind: "It is the cardinal difference between gift and commodity exchange that a
gift establishes a feeling-bond between two people, while the sale of a commod-
ity leaves no necessary connection . . . The disconnectedness is, in fact, a virtue
of the commodity mode. We don't want to be bothered."9

What interests me about Green's gesture is how it contrasts with the basic
notion of the gift as set forth by Mauss and articulated in the works of William
Tool, while on the surface seeming to be about precisely the same thing, giving
gifts. If the above assertion by Lewis Hyde is taken to be correct, then Greene's
refusal to really engage with the recipients means that there is no real bond es-
tablished or community forged. Rather, Greene's gesture continues to function in
the way in which capitalist economies work, where the exchange of money (and
thus the idea of a system of equivalent and transferable worth) necessitates no ]
other action beyond the transaction itself. In this way, and contrary to surface ap-
pearances, Greene's distribution of the $200 does not constitute itself as gift giv- j
ing. It can be seen more as an act of pure and simple detournment, a rupture that
creates a moment of anti-economics in the rush of lives that are dominated by
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transactions. In this anti-economics, one gains a dollar as easily as one spends one.
The flow of money is reversed, with few or no strings attached. If there is no real
gift exchange present, and there is only a "detourned" capital transaction, then
another way to describe the situation is that Greene paid people for the time it
took to stop and take a dollar. A very economical wage structure for the working

man or woman.
However, when the lucky, or daring, two hundred are next in an economic

transaction, buying a cup of coffee or a newspaper, or paying the lot fee for the all-
day car park, will they find one dollar more in their pocket? Will it be handy ? Will
they wonder about the circumstances that led it to becoming theirs rather than
someone else's? All of this remains unknown. It is the price we pay for having an
artwork set loose in the world without marking it as such. We can only speculate
(itself an exercise in gambling) about the impact and possible endpoints of this
action. We can think about it, of course, as a work of art, performance art to be
precise, but we cannot be quite sure of its direct effects, since its status as an art-
work was never circumscribed by informing its direct audience that they were in
fact just that. No record of their reactions was ever made.

However, and this is a fairly big however, because of Josh Greene's interest
in creating a gesture within the context of "art-making," this work, the fugitive
performance, gains a stabilizing frame. While we don't know anything about the
workings of the piece in terms of its primary audience, the work did not end at
that point. Greene created a series of documentation panels (photographs and
texts) that sought to present—or represent—this work to a new audience, a sec-
ondary audience. This is fairly standard in the practice of performance art, as the
demands of making permanent objects, or at least permanent records of imper-
manent objects, are part and parcel of the system. Tool's letters and photographs
of the bowls he sent are similar and are also displayed in such a way, as documents
and evidence of the original, direct, fugitive act. Because these presentations are
made in the style of documents and are written and coded in such a way that they
refer to a primary (and inaccessible) point in time, they end up with a foot in two
moments. One is permanently at a remove, the world of the original performed
moment, and the other is permanently present, redirecting the secondary audi-
ence continuously back to the past.

Where to Eat Cheaply in San Francisco

Let me explain how we thought. Itnagistically, a pedestal, a frame around a
picture, or a stage can be regarded as the epitome of private property—space
owned and controlled by the artist for their own purposes. A number of us
[in the San Francisco Mime Troupe] became troubled by the tensions be-



tween our democratic intentions and our monopolization of the stage and
dialogue. A dissident movement evolved within the Mime Troupe, seeking
to erase the distinction, or more aptly, the imbalance of power between act-
ing and audience, and elicit creative participation from everyone in what
we hoped might be newly liberated public space. This internal subset of the
Mime Troupe evolved into the Diggers, and led to an eventual fissure in the
company. ..

In 1967, a displaced Brooklyn visionary named Billy Murcott and his
charismatic friend Emmett Grogan began to preach a digger-like ethos in
San Francisco. They papered the Haight Ashbury Neighborhood with cryp-
tic handouts proclaiming, "It's free because it's yours," and criticizing city
officials and "hippie" merchants for capitalizing on the new phenomena of
the counter-culture without giving anything back. The two soon gravitated
into the orbit of the Mime Troupe.

Under their influence, the dissidents in the Mime Troupe advanced their
ideas until a spot in Golden Gate Park was established where free, hot food
was delivered daily to the hordes of kids scrabbling to live on the streets...
The Diggers visited the farmers market for donations of day old vegetables,
cooked them in friends' kitchens, to produce a hearty stew which they de-
livered in steel milk containers, accompanied by small loaves of bread,
shaped like mushrooms because of rising over the old one pound coffee cans
in which they were baked.

At the food site, a yellow wooden frame, six feet by six feet, was assem-
bled. One stepped through this free frame of reference and on the other side
was handed a smaller version (about an inch by an inch) attached to cord
for wearing. Then you were given free food. The extent of the coercion was
the invitation to look at the world from another perspective—-a free per- .
spective; a point of view one could assemble oneself, without the interven-
tion of ideologues, scribes, pundits or coercive behavior. It was after all, a .
free exchange. This free-food program was a great success, not because it was
charity, but because by participating one created a world in which free food
was "a fact."9

—Peter Coyote; excerpt from a speech, California College
of Arts and Crafts, San Francisco, CA, February 8, 2002

What stands out for me now in the rereading of this passage is the idea of the free
frame of reference. While I find myself quite sympathetic to its ideals, I am more
interested in the fact that they actually made a thing, an object of symbolic in-
tent, to accompany their actions and ideas. They could have simply talked about
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the free frame of reference and the meaning of shifting one's world vision while
they were doling out the stew to the hungry hordes. But they made an actual door-
way that people had to cross over.

One aspect of the San Francisco Diggers' decision to construct the "free
frame of reference" that is worth examining is the aesthetic deliberateness of it,
In the midst of what has been largely characterized as a social activist/theater
movement, something so sculptural, so architectural, is an interesting find, and
possibly makes a case for the San Francisco Diggers to be seen in a more expan-
sive light, even an art historical one. Their other "Free" projects, which included
a free store (where anyone who entered could potentially ask to become the man-
ager), free survival classes, and other undertakings, reveal a shrewd conceptual
bent that would certainly brand the Diggers as "relational" artists, were they to
undertake them in the context of the contemporary "art scene."

Of greatest interest is their creation of a doorway and the fact that the door-
way had to be stepped through in order for the world to change . . . .

Rather than ripping through the veil to find the world behind the world, to
find a place where relationships are unmediated and free food is a fact, the Dig-
gers built a door. Not only as a way across for them, but as an architectural struc-
ture to render the same service for others. This architectural solution is the first
indication that there is community creation at work in the midst of the detourn-
ment (for what is more heretical than revealing to the assembled that commodi-
ties are not actually scarce at all?). The Diggers' free food and free frame of refer-
ence was a manifestation of a start-up gift economy. Through the distribution of
free food and the invitation to view the world in another way, the Diggers began
to assemble the basic ingredients of a counter economy based on dispersal of
goods, and the redistribution of surplus and gifts to all who came forward to claim
them. Dimension 7 indeed . . . .

There are still doors and one finds a similar threshold today in San Fran-
cisco, twenty-five years and a mile away from the Diggers in the Golden Gate Park
Panhandle. Airy Wednesday, a project initiated by San Francisco artist Diana
Mars, will see that you do not go hungry, at least once a week. Since 1993, Mars
has made dinner available, free and without strings attached, every Wednesday at
her apartment. She advertises discreetly, by word of mouth and through the dis-
tribution of handmade calling cards, as well as in mailings circulated through the
networks that 'zines and comic books follow.

Nevertheless, after ten years, the circle of people in the loop has grown fairly
large. I myself have been a part of it at different points in my life. Mars's calling
cards, which serve as invitations, still say basically the same thing today that they
have always said: "At home, Making Good Food, Wednesdays 7:00-10:00 pm.1'10

The rest is filled in by attending, getting to know the work directly, and then com-
ing back and getting to know it again. It is in no way a "potluck," there is no re-
quirement for people to bring food, though one finds that most often they do so
anyway. It is an interesting quality of this work that even when something is
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known to be free, like a free meal, people will very often bring food to share even
though it is not asked of them.

The management of such a project in many ways becomes the "work" of art.
How does one afford it? How does one account for how many will come? What
happens if someone disruptive or simply annoying comes (and then comes back
and back again) ? Mars means for the structure of the dinners, the availability of
food, and the matters of attendance to be self-governing. She rarely steps in to
"take" control, either as author or authority, and instead maintains order by con-
tinuing to provide dinners as a work and a gift. It is this, in the end, that creates
the framework for managing the uncertainties. Because this piece is a long-term
project and because what Mars offers is a gift, it creates bonds with the recipients.
As they become enmeshed in the work, they become part of a community and in
many ways begin to co-create the piece anew. As members of community, with a
"feeling-bond" between them, the responsibility for governance is shifted to many
shoulders. And if it doesn't work so well this week, they can come back and try
again next week.

This is why people bring food to share even though they are not "required"
to. Because they are not an audience for very long-—they are a part of a commu-
nity, and must participate as such. After all, the work has unfolded in Mars's apart-
ment. You cannot just show up and eat without interacting with the rest of the
guests. The Diggers' threshold allowed entry into a world (located just to the left
of this one) where free food is a fact, and exit is possible when one has finished
eating. In contrast, when one crosses the threshold into Diana Mars's house on
any Wednesday night, one enters into a world where a community has coalesced
around a central idea and made an amorphous covenant. Yes it's "free," the food
that is, but that is only the beginning. Your freedom to become a partner and re-
sponsible co-creator is also brought into play, the result of accepting the initial of-
fer and stepping across the threshold to participate.

The Hot Tub and the Peoples Park

Near to where I live, on an anonymous, dead end street on the Oakland side of
Berkeley, there is a small red house with a gated backyard. On this gate is a fairly
high-tech lock with a keypad, similar to the keypad that guards the sliding drive-
way gates of nearby Black Hawk estates and the mansions of Tiburon, This key-
pad protects access to a pleasant back yard filled with redwood trees and a very
nice, quite warm hot tub. It's simple. The hot tub is free, communal property. If
you have a code (and you are supposed to be able to request one from the care-
taker) then you can come in and use the facilities. Codes are passed around from
friend to friend like tips for quiet vacations. I don't know how many are circulat-
ing, but I would assume that there are more than many, since the hot tub has been
operating as a social experiment since well before I arrived in the area in 1993. It

was instituted by a man who has since moved away, although he gives a caretaker
free rent in exchange for the daily maintenance of the property and project. Be-
hind the idyllic redwoods, the codes—how many times they are used—when they
were used, are all being tracked by a dedicated computer. The flow of the codes is
at the root of the experiment. One could document a whole history of hot tub use

by analyzing them.
Inside the little changing/shower room are various messages and notes from

the caretaker. In the dimly lit space you learn that there are rules (or, more prop-
erly, codes) for behavior. Do not talk, take a shower first, restrain excessive male
[!] energy, maintain a meditative spirit, and most importantly perhaps, don't give
out your code to people you don't trust. (The last time I was there, there was an
addendum to this that recommended that women shouldn't give out their codes
to men, even if they are friends; they should only bring them as guests.) The
penalty for bad hot-tub behavior is the removal of your code. This occurs when
other users register a complaint. The time of the complaint is compared to the
computer record, and the offender's code is cancelled.

Another part of the posted message provides a reason for the oversight—
wariness. After all, it says, the hot tub is a limited use space; it can't be People's

Park,
For those readers unfamiliar with the iconic locations of Berkeley, Califor-

nia, People's Park is a small piece of land that belongs to the University of Cali-
fornia. It was claimed in the late sixties by squatters and hippies as a place for free
assembly, in defiance of University plans to turn it into a parking lot, and it has
become synonymous with the rights of the "people" to accessible, usable, and un-
commodified public space. The University has made various attempts over the
years to develop the land into dormitories, volleyball courts, sports complexes, or
parking lots, but resistance has always been too fierce, and the park today still re-

mains an open commons.
I decided to take a walk there this morning and it seemed the same as al-

ways—squatter kids with mohawks hanging around, the bushes filled with the
campsites of homeless men and women. The current state of economics and so-
cial affairs has taken its toll. The loss of so much other public common space and
the shrinking economic sphere have put too much stress on the park; too many
people with no where else to go use it as bedroom, living room, and bathroom.
There are no kids playing in the playground, no picnics, no soccer games, and no

young dog-walkers.
In juxtaposing these two "facilities," my point is not to elevate one above

the other, but to point out that the aspirations of each to being free, public, com-
munal property are undermined by tensions between each of those qualities. The
hot tub must create a set of rules for self-policing that make it a privileged space,
not too dissimilar from a boathouse on a private lake that is shared by several
families. This is because in an effort to be communal, and to create a community
(albeit one of relative strangers) around intimate space (people are naked after all),



one cannot be wholly public. The accountability that members of a community
feel towards one another and their shared space is achieved precisely because there
is a finite demarcation of who belongs and who doesn't. Conversely, People's Park
cannot maintain its premise of being a free public commons by exclusion policies.
For a commons to mean something there has to be open access. This makes it dif-
ficult to maintain the sort of intimate bonds that knit a community together and
allow any thing other than minimum social values to flourish.

It is in the parable of the Hot Tub and the People's Park that we find an anal-
ogy to the free meals on offer in San Francisco. The public gestures of the Diggers
soon broke under their own weight, moving from the ideal of a liberated and co-
creative space, a manifestation of another world, to an overly popular spectacle
that changed into a public charity operation and scene as the event became more
publicized and popular. Like the People's Park, it has found its end point as an-
other handout, a space that no one else is that interested in having. On Any
Wednesday, however, those who know, who are somehow invited or in the know,
sit down and eat together. Like the Hot Tub, in order to maintain a community,
a functioning, respectful one, barriers are erected and/or rules are set in place to
create mutually agreeable circumstances.

This is not to lay down a judgment, only to observe a fact. Both the Hot
Tub and Diana Mars's apartment are only so big, only so accommodating. When
one opens up a pocket, a free space inside or outside the spectacular society, then
the weight of that society presses in upon it. Perhaps if there were twenty free hot
tubs in Berkeley and several open apartment dinners on any given night, then the
weight could be borne, but it is too much to expect any one act by an individual
to support a public structure.

The dilemma here is not in the unworkable nature of gift economies (they
work quite well in the total social systems that create them), but in the fixed na- j
ture of these social experiments. By locating themselves firmly in a place, whether
a park or a street address, and attempting to persist over time, these experiments
become fixed, and once fixed, they no longer function as detournments. They are
too known, too institutional. They can be ignored, coopted or otherwise ac-
counted for. For gift economies to keep functioning as heretical detournments,
their emergence must be unheralded and their exit swift, with a reappearance else-
where similarly unexpected. This is the essence of the Temporary Autonomous
Zone (TAZ), a concept developed by the scholar Hakim Bey as a way to envision
the contemporary possibilities for social resistance and freedom. Given that fixed
Utopias and free-society experiments are susceptible either to attack or incorpo-
ration by the larger, spectacular society, Bey speculates that spaces of freedom, or
autonomy, must arise spontaneously in locations that present themselves in the
moment, so that they cannot be predicted and undermined by the pressure of so-
cietal forces. While active, these spaces become areas of liberation, alternative
economics, and social protest. When infiltrated or discovered, they are easily dis-
assembled. They can re-emerge elsewhere when the conditions are right.

Power in the Darkness

After keeping us, the audience, waiting for more than an hour, the lights went off
and the band took the stage. Or did they? No corresponding lights went up on the
stage, and the drumming that began didn't seem to have a point of origin. 1 re-
member a strobe light and huge explosions as entire bricks of firecrackers were set
off in the midst of the audience and suddenly there was light. Still not on the band
or the stage but instead emanating from dozens of large wooden torches that were
being carried into the milling crowd by almost naked men. The torches were not
set up in any spot, since they were not part of a display concept. Rather, the
torches were simply handed out to the audience, first come, first served. What the
audience did with them varied—some danced, or fought, or held them aloft to il-
luminate the surrounding area, revealing a crowdscape of seething bodies in var-
ious stages of undress, dance, observation, or navigation. There was always more
provided for the audience—more fire (the next time it was in the form of 50-gal-
lon drums filled with burning, oil-soaked wood); more huge bags of wine, fruit,
and honey; and most intriguingly, as a nervous management turned off the PA sys-
tem and turned on the warehouse lights, the instruments themselves—drums,
cymbals, and blocks. We, the audience, took up the instruments and continued
to play for at least another hour until the security guards found a way to remove
one thousand people.

The year was 1994, in the lower Mission district of San Francisco, and the
band that I "saw" was Crash Worship. From inquiries I have made since that night,
this was a fairly typical performance. Comprised of a core set of musicians and a
rotating number of friends, instigators, and performers, Crash Worship was more
of a concept than a rock band. What they sought to recreate, in the context of an
industrial, apocalyptic, post-punk, and neopagan aesthetic, was a Dionysian
space, where libido, carnival, and release were offered to the audience through the
most economical of sources: themselves. Crash Worship's decision to turn over
the means of spectacle to their audiences set them apart from a whole host of acts
that sought to create the style and look of a bacchanalian celebration, by staging
the spectacle for their audiences, who paid for the privilege of watching. The proj-
ect of the band was to enlist the audience as active co-creators of the "work" that
was the concert, and in so doing, many of the usual distinctions between the au-
thor and the audience became erased.

In many ways, the Crash Worship project fulfills many of the goals set forth
by the dissidents in the San Francisco Mime Troupe, as articulated above by Pe-
ter Coyote, and in particular the creation of a situation to "elicit creative partic-
ipation from everyone in what we hoped might be newly liberated public space."
But Crash Worship also took that intention into private space, to a paid venue,
not only challenging expectations of the role of the audience, but also creating a
situation where the audience has to produce its own meaning and spectacle.
Given the typical frame of mind and traditional roles in the context of attending
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rock concerts, this is both a gift and a challenge. Crash Worship's gift to the au-
dience is the provision of a riot of release, flesh, fire, and wine. However, the gift
can only be redeemed by an acceptance of the responsibility of co-creation, by
taking up the torch (literally) and deciding the best use to put it to.

In the early days of the punk rock explosion, the late 1970s and early 1980s,
the U.S. adherents of the movement made and saw much of the concept of DIY
(do-it-yourself). This simple acronym expressed both an attitude and a working
method for taking responsibility of one's own potential role in the creation of cul-
ture and its local context. No punk bands playing in your area? Form one of your
own. Don't have an instrument? Start a fanzine instead and send it out to contact
magazines or rent out your local community hall and invite some bands to play,
paying them from what you take at the door. In some cases, you could and would
have to do all of these things yourself to manifest a local "scene," but why not? It
was better than waiting around the mall or figuring out a way to move to a city on
the coast where it was "happening." Right at the heart of DIY was this thought:
why wait for them to give it to you? If you know what you want, or even have a
hunch about it, why wait at all?

In part a reaction to the bloated corporate excess of seventies stadium rock
and its megastar bands, and a reflection of punk's early ties to Situationist thought,
DIY was essentially an optimistic mind-state/culture movement that believed that
only money and force of habit keep people from seeing that culture is something
you make rather than something you buy. It was based in the belief that creativ- j
ity was widespread and omnipresent, something that everyone had, rather than
an anointed few. All one needed was permission and a "little help from your
friends" to make a cultural contribution, to make an act of authorship concrete
and real, and to have a place where it could be received. There were contact lists
waiting, 'zinc's to be traded, phone lists of people in small towns across America
to call who would put you up or find you a place to play if you wanted to tour your
band. There were independent record stores that would take your 7-inch singles
on consignment and cooperative distribution networks to send them to. Behind
all of this lurks the presence of Situationist thought, mainly in the easily grasped
concept that we have lost our power to the forces of capital and spectacle only be-
cause they made us believe that they already had it by constantly stating that it i
was true. When one can step away from that idea, it is possible to see it simply
again as a veil pulled down over the truth, and that the power is there to be taken
back, since we were the ones to give to them. This democratic mindset was !
steadily eroded over the course of the next ten years, as record companies and me-
dia outlets figured out how to carve themselves back into the social sculpture. I
Finding stars within this milieu, elevating them above their peers and their
"scenes" through the mechanisms of record contracts and MTV videos, the cor-
porate powers were able to reinsert themselves into the equation.

So by the time that Crash Worship appeared on the stage, the DIY ideals
were in need of some fresh inspiration and perhaps higher and more defensible
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around. What Crash Worship offered was the creation of a space within the con-
cert, within the performance, where people were not merely encouraged but ac-
tually instigated and tempted into doing it themselves. "It," in this case, was not
the creation of a scene, a band, and an alternative economy (for these were too
easily bought and stolen), but the control of a single night, the control of who
watches and who performs in a space of co-creation.

The single night is certainly more defensible terrain than an independent
record company. It is more mobile, discrete in time, and doesn't show up on the
radar. And yet as a blow, as a defiant action it is perhaps, ultimately, just as effec-
tive, since in both cases there are possibilities for the creation of real communi-
ties based around the gift transaction.

What We Do Is Secret

Sometimes the work has to be kept under wraps. The very revelation of its exis-
tence acts as a special circumstance, a favor. A specific decision is made by the
maker to release the idea to someone else. In a way it, and by "it," I mean the
thing, the location of information transfer that we can call art, or the site of
the art action, is like a germ, which moves surreptitiously and somewhat nomad-
ically from host to host. Maybe in these cases it can only be a story or a rumor of
an artwork.

The rumor, the germ, begins for me with an introduction to Johnny Spencer,
an artist from the U.K. who has an interest in the process of art as an exchange of
information. In June we had a short meeting in a library in Oakland with the spe-
cific purpose of him telling me about an undertaking that he called "site-seeing."
I will tell you now what he told me.

Johnny was invited in 1997 to attend and partake in an outdoor Thai pub-
lic art festival called Chiang Mai Social Installation: Week of Cooperative Suffering.
Enchanted by the title, and with an interest in both subverting it and making it
literal, Spencer conceived of an activity, surreptitious and unrecorded, that would
serve as his contribution to the event. I should mention that while it was his con-
tribution to the "exhibition," it was not publicized or made in anyway available
to the viewing public of the event. Because he was interested in the idea of suf-
fering in the context of artwork and because of an ongoing interest in art as a man-
ifestation of the exchange of ideas, Johnny contacted a school for the blind. He
inquired whether any of the students were interested in attending the festival with
him. He found two young women willing to take part. For the next three days,
they toured the city of Chiang Mai together, visiting the various art projects that
were being erected, painted, and performed. With the two blind girls serving as a
link/guide for Johnny (talking with him about the local context and their under-
standing of the town) and he in turn supplying the visual information that they
used as a starting point to discuss the artwork being made, Site-Seeing unfolded.



At one point, one of the girls commented that, "to blind people, talking is art,"
and this in many ways confirmed some of his initial instinctive thoughts about the
work and what he wanted to accomplish with it. The most obvious of these was
that he had long held a belief that conceptual works, being concerned with pure
information transfer, do not need visual realizations. Circulating through a festi-
val with two blind guides confirmed this. The least obvious was, perhaps, that if
they were correct, then he might not actually be the only artist in the piece—the
two blind girls had arrived there before him because of their nonvisual under-
standing of the possibilities of artistic practice.

Of the two confirmations, 1 am less sure of the truth of the latter. Spencer
didn't exactly tell me that it was so. I have woven it into the story from my own
mind, but this is perhaps the risk and benefit of making works that aren't works,
but rumors. I do know that it should be true enough, because the one statement
that Johnny made that has remained with me indelibly is: "with this work, there
was no product, no show, not even any artist or any audience. It was not a per-
formance piece, nor an opportunity to make documentation photos and texts to
describe the piece. If the piece was anything," johnny confided, "it was a concep-
tual gesture, or an exchange."11 Co-creation again.

What does it mean to tell you this? Does the secret now disappear? This is
the essential problem of fugitive work and fugitive practices, since the game is al-
ways up when someone like me spills the beans. My sense is that Johnny's deci-
sion not to bring forth the piece as an "artwork," or a set of photographs, or an
artist's statement, was because he wanted the original experience to remain the
primary one, to not create a secondary experience through the mechanisms of the
image and reproduction. Johnny didn't want to trade what he had co-created for
something that he would have to make himself, that would be only his. To not
create something new was the only way for the work, the exchange itself, to re-
main intact as the primary creation.

It might slightly assuage my conscience to think that I am not the stool pi-
geon in this case because this description of the "piece" is only my own iteration,
my own retelling of what was told to me. Make no mistake, this isn't an artist's
text and there is still nothing to buy. In this way, I hold out the hope that the sanc-
tity of the work, as Johnny intended it, has not been disrupted.

By ending my writing with a description of this work, I am perhaps setting
out the possibility that I will subvert my whole premise. There was very little sub-
version and social protest involved in Site-Seeing, and Johnny's reluctance to lend
it a form that could be easily displayed or disseminated makes the possibility of a
secondary impact also quite low. However, I do believe that for the three people
directly involved, the experience was life changing. Not in the way that surviv-
ing a car accident is, but in the way that a fork in the road can be. You can go one
way or the other, and by choosing a path and committing to it, you enter into an
experience that cannot be undone. In this case, these three co-creators entered
into a new space of their own devising. This space, by virtue of their commitment
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to the process, contained a spirit of exchange and equality that perhaps can be
seen as the hope of a gift in its truest form. Where the gift and the discharge of
the debt that it brings on are brought forth simultaneously, there is no real cog-
nisance of the intention and its attendant burden, only an experience of the com-
munity that has been formed. Johnny's decision not to "report" on this work in
the typical forms of art has also impacted the space they created, in that he did
not trade it for something else. He did not circumscribe it as a work and did not
seek to make his version of the story the "official'1 one. In this way, the space the
three co-created still exists as it was, perhaps in the past now, and through my own
retelling, certainly dimmer and more distant. But that original space is still intact
and waiting, somewhere alongside the world.

By the way, the night after I met with Johnny in the library for our conver-
sation, I had a dream that my wife and I went to Thailand. Perhaps you will, too.
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